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a word

from editor-in-chief

Business Aviation’s long-standing
commitment to sustainability
and carbon emissions reductions
were on full display at the
NBAA’s 2022 Business Aviation
Convention & Exhibition
(NBAA-BACE) with exhibits and
education sessions about evolving
technology, sustainable aviation
fuel (SAF) and other solutions

The melting point of Business Aviation leaders,
entrepreneurs, services, products, discussions, displays, and

deals, NBAA-BACE marked the 75th anniversary of its founding
this year. Held from October 18-20, 2022, it charted the path
ahead for the business aviation industry with a specific focus on
sustainability and innovation. A report on the same is a part of
the issue as the lead story.
Our Exclusive story in this issue is an interview with Air
Marshal Sreekumar Prabhakaran, Air Officer CommandingIn-Chief, Western Air Command, Indian Air Force. With two
very active fronts, he is in the hot seat and his command needs
to remain vigilant 24x7, 365 days a year. “We have to constantly stay alert and ready, since both our neighbours are
less than friendly,” he says during his interaction with SP’s
Aviation on the challenges regularly faced by the Air Warriors
under his command.
It has been an eventful time for the aerospace and defence
industry with new inductions, airshows, launches and events.
From that list, last month also marked nine decades of the
Indian Air Force (IAF). The theme for this year’s celebration
was “IAF: Transforming for the Future”. In a break from
tradition, the IAF Day parade was held at Chandigarh this
year. This edition of the magazine includes the address of the
Chief of Air Staff Address on Air Force Day Parade, October
8, 2022. A report highlighting how the Indian Air Force celebrated its nine glorious decades of grandeur is also included
in the edition.
The Defence industry in India has been receiving a major
boost from companies across the globe that are willing to Make
in India. The IAF inducted the indigenously designed and developed Light Combat Helicopter named “Prachanda” in Jodhpur,
designed and developed by Hindustan Aeronautics Limited
(HAL). In another boost, Prime Minister Narendra Modi laid the
foundation stone of the C295 Aircraft manufacturing facility in
Vadodara. Set up by Tata Advanced Systems Ltd in partnership

with Airbus Defence and Space, Spain, the facility will be the
first aircraft manufacturing facility in the private sector in the
country. This is the first project in which a military aircraft
will be manufactured in India by a private company. Details of
these have been covered by Ayushee Chaudhary in the edition.
Also, Saab, the Swedish Defence major, announced its plan to
set up a manufacturing facility for the shoulder-launched CarlGustaf M4 weapon system in India. To be operational in 2024,
it will be Saab’s first manufacturing facility outside Sweden for
producing the Carl-Gustaf M4, Neetu Dhulia reports.
The 14th China International Aviation and Aerospace Exhibition (Airshow China) is about to take off. It is the only international aerospace trade show approved by the Chinese central
government, and supported by Chinese aerospace industries.
Given the tremendous strides that have been made by China
in Military technologies, the world will watch this show with a
lot of interest as some of these latest technologies from China
will be on display. A show preview is included in this issue of
SP’s Aviation.
All this and more in this issue of SP’s Aviation. Welcome
aboard and we wish you many happy landings!

Owned, published and printed by Jayant Baranwal, printed at Kala Jyothi Process Pvt Ltd and published at
A-133, Arjun Nagar (Opposite Defence Colony), New Delhi 110003, India. All rights reserved. No part of this
publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
photocopying, recording, electronic, or otherwise without prior written permission of the Publishers.
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Space

Launch

GSLV MK III Launch
With the GSLV Mk III launching 36
broadband satellites of OneWeb in October,
ISRO and the NSIL are on a roll

Photograph: ISRO

By Lt General P.C. Katoch (Retd)
The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO)
launched its newest and heaviest rocket GSLV Mk III from the
Sriharkota spaceport on October 23. The rocket launched 36
broadband satellites of OneWeb, which is a British startup. The
GSLV Mk III rocket is capable of launching a four-tonne class of
satellite into Geosynchronous Transfer Orbit (GTO). The GSLV
Mk III is also referred to as Launch Vehicle Mark 3 (LVM3). It
is a three-stage vehicle with two solid motor strap-on, a liquid
propellant core stage and a cryogenic stage.
NewSpace India Limited (NSIL), ISRO’s commercial arm
had signed a contract with OneWeb for this earlier. The NSIL
had announced on October 4 that two solid strap-on boosters
and liquid core stage of LVM3 have been fully integrated at the
second launch pad at Satish Dhawan Space Centre, SHAR, in
Sriharikota and that in coming days integration of the cryogenic
upper stage of the launch vehicle and integration of payload
fairing with 36 satellites will take place. Concurrently, ISRO had
tweeted, “ISRO to launch 36 satellites of of OneWeb onboard
LVM3, nominally during the second half of October 2022.
With this ‘LVM3 M2/ OneWeb India-1 Mission’, the 1st LVM3
dedicated commercial launch on demand through NSIL, LVM3
enters the Global commercial launch service market. @OneWeb”
Significantly, ISRO has influenced educational institutions by its activities like making satellites for communication,
remote sensing and astronomy. The launch of Chandrayaan-1
increased the interest of universities and institutions towards
making experimental student satellites. Capable Universities
and institution can venture into space technology on-orbit with
guidance and support from ISRO in ‘Development of Payload by
Universities/Institutions’ as also ‘Satellite Design and Fabrication by Universities/Institutions’.
On July 27, 2022, Union Minister Jitendra Singh told Lok
Sabha that ISRO, through its commercial arms, has earned $279
million in foreign exchange by launching satellites for global
clients. In a written reply to a question, he said that ISRO in
association with its commercial arms has successfully launched
345 foreign satellites from 34 countries on-board Polar Satellite
Launch Vehicle (PSLV). “Total foreign exchange revenue earned
through launching of foreign satellites amounts to $56 million
and Euro 220 million approximately,” he said, without mentioning any time-frame for such launches. As per current exchange
rates, 220 million euros are equivalent to 223 million dollars.
The latest PSLV mission was on June 30, 2022, when ISRO’s
PSLV-C53 mission successfully launched three Singapore customer satellites into orbit – namely, DS-EO, NeuSAR and SCOOB1. The PSLV-C53 launch was the second dedicated commercial
mission for the NSIL.
With the GSLV Mk III launching 36 broadband satellites of
OneWeb with the GSLV Mk III launching 36 broadband satel-
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Launch of GSLV Mk III

lites of OneWeb, ISRO and the NSIL are on a roll. Major upcoming space missions of ISRO include the ‘Gaganyaan’, ‘Aditya L1’
and ‘Chandrayaan 3’. The ‘Gaganyaan’ mission, with a budget of
`9,023 crores, would lead to significant advancement in science,
technology and industry, plus help in developing a sustained and
affordable programme to explore the solar system.
Gaganyaan will be India’s first manned mission to space,
for which, ISRO will first launch two unmanned missions into
space ahead of the manned launch. The purpose of launching
the unmanned missions is to demonstrate and test the technology, safety, and reliability of systems before the crewed flight,
to demonstrate an indigenous capability to undertake human
space flight mission to Low Earth Orbit (LEO). The manned mission is likely to be in 2023.
With a budget of `378.53 crore, Aditya L1 will enable studying and predicting the variation in the Solar Weather System
which can lead to changes in satellites’ orbits, damage onboard
electronics, and also lead to power cut-offs on Earth. The launch
of Aditya L1 was delayed due to the COVID pandemic. It is now
planned to be launched in the first quarter of 2023.
ISRO’s Chandrayaan-2 did not succeed in 2019; the lunar
orbiter was successful, but the Vikram lander failed to make a
soft landing and the Pragyan rover couldn’t be deployed. If the
Vikram lander had performed as intended, India would have
become the first nation to have successfully landed on the moon
in its very first attempt.
Chandrayaan-3 is ISRO’s third lunar exploration mission,
the objective of which is soft-landing on the Moon. In February 2022, Union Minister Jitendra Singh had said that based
on the learning from the failure of Chandrayaan-2 and suggestions made by some national level experts, the realisation of
Chandrayaan-3 is in progress. He further informed that many
related hardware and their special tests had been successfully
completed. The launch of Chandrayaan-3 is reportedly scheduled in the first quarter of 2023.
ISRO was established on August 15, 1969. Its achievements
since then have been tremendous, perhaps because it is under
the Department of Space and has the indulgence of the Prime
Minister’s Office; making the organisation free from bureaucratic red tape. The dedicated team of ISRO scientists has consistently worked to develop space technologies and applications
of these technologies to meet various needs of the nation. SP
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
aerial views showing dozens of business aircraft assembled at Orlando Executive Airport
for 2022 NBAA-BACE

Industry
Comes to Life
NBAA-BACE has emerged as the melting point of Business Aviation leaders, entrepreneurs,
services, products, discussions, displays, and deals

Photograph: NBAA

By Ayushee Chaudhary
The National Business Aviation Association (NBAA)
c oncluded a forward-looking week at its 2022 NBAA Business Aviation Convention & Exhibition (NBAA-BACE), held from October
18-20, 2022. Marking the 75th anniversary of its founding at the
show, the convention spotlighted the pioneers, new technologies
and dynamic companies that will power business aviation over
the next 75 years. The agenda was filled with standing-room-only
sessions, including an expanded programme in the NBAA Innovation Zone and two Education Theaters on the show floor. The
exhibit floor showcased new products and services, including the
largest-ever footprint for advanced air mobility (AAM) vehicles,
many of which are already in flight testing, stated NBAA.
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NBAA-BACE has emerged as the melting point of leaders,
entrepreneurs, services, products, discussions, displays, and
deals. From safety to taxation, sustainability to innovation, policies to possibilities, space to aviation, a plethora of subjects
were discussed, charting out how the aviation community is
innovating to meet technological, environmental and geopolitical challenges. Aviation training center to provide innovative
technical and professional education, practices for fostering
diversity, equity and inclusion in business aviation also surfaced
to focus on industry’s global growth.
The business aviation market could see as many as 8,500
new jet deliveries worth $274 billion over the next decade,
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(Clockwise from Top Left) An impressive array of Business Jets from Gulfstream; Corporate Jets from Embraer on display;
Innovative financing solutions for private aircraft from Global Jet Capital; Dassault Falcon 6x making its debut.

according to the recent results from Honeywell Aerospace’s 31st
annual Global Business Aviation Outlook. NBAA-BACE 22 proved
to be an assurance for these results. The report also calls for 700
business jet deliveries this year, and a 17 per cent increase next
year, along with a 20 per cent boost in 2022 billings. Based on
the results of this year’s survey and airframer backlogs, business
aviation’s growth trend will continue through the next decade.
This year’s National Safety Forum focused on the top four preventable accident categories: loss of control inflight, runway excursions, controlled flight into terrain, and ground operations and
maintenance accidents, as well as two contemporary safety hot
topics – aviation mental health and safety management systems.
Now in its seventh year, NBAA’s Small Operators Symposium traditionally addressed safety concerns for managers and
pilots of smaller flight departments. Workforce retention is a
concern throughout business aviation, but can hit smaller flight
operations particularly hard.
A panel discussion titled “Let’s Talk: Aviation Mental Health”
brought the underreported and untreated issues to light at the
NBAA-BACE as part of the seven-part National Safety Forum
series. FAA Federal Air Surgeon Dr Susan Northrup explained
the FAA’s chief concern regarding health is a sudden incapacitation, but in reality, mental health issues and stress are a
continuum. Twenty-five years ago, a pilot with a mental health
diagnosis would have a hard time obtaining a medical. Today,
clear guidance exists for aviation medical examiners to issue
medicals for mild mental health conditions.
Another roundtable conference underlined the importance
of FDM (Flight Data Monitoring), flight data recorders and FOQA
to potentially identify risky practices and behaviors before they

www.sps-aviation.com

cause loss of life as well as look into concerns among pilots
about privacy or off-nominal behaviors.
Beholding sights
NBAA-BACE is known for its aircraft – it’s one of the biggest
draws of the show. From the latest Business Aviation aircraft on
display from major manufacturers and OEMs such as Bombardier, Dassault, Embraer, Textron, Boeing, Airbus and many more!
The indoor and outdoor aircraft displays feature an exciting mix
of the latest business aircraft and near-future aerial concepts.
Some of the major aircraft on display have been listed below:
Gulfstream G800 was a key highlight from Gulfstream during
the NBAA-BACE. The flight test G800 was joined by Gulfstream’s
full in-production fleet, the Gulfstream G280, Gulfstream G500,
Gulfstream G600 and Gulfstream G650ER, as well as two fully
outfitted Gulfstream G700 production test aircraft, showcasing the most spacious cabin in the industry. Gulfstream’s 2022
NBAA-BACE display also included the full-size Gulfstream G400
cabin mock-up to highlight the features and cabin comfort of this
large-cabin business aircraft.
Dassault Aviation’s latest Falcon 6X made its debut at the
NBAA-BACE this year. In addition to that, the largest falcon 10X
was also on display in a 1:1 scale mock-up. Alongside these, a Falcon 8X and a Falcon 2000LXS were also put on display. Falcon 6X
is ready for a mid-2023 entry into service and the 10X in 2025.
Daher Aircraft showcased its two new flagship single-engine
turboprops: the TBM 960, an upgraded replacement for the TBM
940; and the Kodiak 900. The TBM 960’s FAA and EASA certifications are in hand and dozens of the model have been delivered to customers in the US and Europe. Meanwhile, the Kodiak
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Photographs: Eviation, NBAA

(Left) Evia Aero is focused on developing a sustainable airline for the business traveler; (Right) VIP interior design by Lufthansa Technik

900, already FAA certified, is slated to start deliveries in January.
Daher expects EASA validation for the 900 shortly. Daher also
highlighted its sustainability and innovation initiatives.
Leonardo’s AW609 civil tiltrotor made its NBAA-BACE
debut alongside a VIP interior mockup for the aircraft. The
move comes as the first flight of the initial production aircraft is
“imminent,” according to Leonardo.
Airbus came to NBAA-BACE 2022 with fresh optimism
over the US business jet market and particularly for the ACJ
TwoTwenty—the company’s large-cabin business jet offering
based on the Pratt & Whitney PW1500G-powered A220 airliner.
Scheduled for delivery from sole completions center Comlux in
Indianapolis early next year, the first ACJ TwoTwenty marks the
start of a production run for which Airbus will set aside between
four and six delivery slots in the coming years, according to Airbus Corporate Jets president Benoit Deorge. Marking the fifth
anniversary of its launch at NBAA-BACE 2017, Airbus Corporate
Helicopters eschewed the exhibition hall at this year’s show.
Bombardier unveiled a spacious new executive cabin for
its Global 7500 and 8000 ultra long-range jets at NBAA-BACE
2022. The new executive cabin features three 12-foot-long
workspaces designed to facilitate collaboration, productivity, and networking among passengers. Bombardier originally
designed the Global 7500 to have four zones, but the company
has re-engineered the aircraft’s bulkheads to over three larger
sections as an available option. Bombardier held a ceremony at
the show to deliver the first production Challenger 3500 business jet to its customer. The Challenger 3500 is an upgrade to
the 350 platform and offers a host of new features for the pilot
and passenger, as well as a nod to sustainability.
Bombardier closed a historic chapter on March 28 earlier this
year, when the final Learjet 75 rolled out of its hangar at the company’s facilities marking the end of 60 years of Learjet production.
Bombardier and Signature Aviation signed a landmark multiyear agreement at NBAA-BACE 2022 that will see the airframer
convert all of its flight activity to sustainable aviation fuel through
the Signature Renew book-and-claim system. The deal will cover
all of Bombardier’s flight operations starting on January 1, 2023.
Pratt & Whitney Canada launched its Services at NBAABACE as a new self-serve digital tool designed to guide customers online through the process of selecting the right P&WC
maintenance services and solutions for their engine, aircraft
model, and lifecycle stage.
Embraer unveiled a concept aircraft that includes several
technologies that it considers essential in the new market sce-
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nario, including autonomous flight, sustainable propulsion, the
extensive use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and a new manufacturing process based on “Industry 4.0”. It also exhibited the Praetor
500, Praetor 600 and Phenom 300E jets in Orlando, Florida.
At the show, the OEM also revealed that FlightSafety will
produce a new full-flight simulator for the Praetor 500 and 600
to meet the growing demand for training in those models. The
device will be located in Orlando, Florida.
Fly Alliance placed an order for up to 20 new Cessna Citation midsize and super-midsize business jets—12 XLS Gen2s,
six Latitudes, and two Longitudes—at NBAA-BACE 2022. Based
on list prices, the deal—which calls for four firm aircraft and
the remaining optional—has an estimated value of more than
$360 million. Fly Alliance plans to receive the first aircraft from
Textron Aviation, an XLS Gen2, in 2023. Based in Orlando, the
company specialises in private jet charter, jet card membership,
maintenance, parts sales, and aircraft sales and management.
Fly Exclusive Charter and fractional provider will bolster
its floating aircraft fleet of more than 90 jets with the purchase
of 14 midsize Citation XLS Gen2 and super-midsize Longitude
business jets from Textron Aviation, the Kinston, North Carolina-based company announced at NBAA-BACE 2022.
BAE Systems to design and develop the flight control computer for Supernal’s five-passenger eVTOL. The aerospace
group said it will define the requirements and architecture for
a lightweight, fly-by-wire system in partnership with Hyundai
Motor Group’s advanced air mobility subsidiary.
Evia Aero has committed to ordering 25 all-electric Alice
commuter airplanes from electric aircraft developer Eviation,
the companies announced at NBAA-BACE 2022. The new German regional airline signed a letter of intent with Eviation just
three weeks after the Washington state-based electric aircraft
developer kicked off Alice’s flight testing campaign with a successful first flight on September 27. Evia Aero, which is focused
on developing a sustainable airline for the business traveler
market, plans to use the nine-passenger electric aircraft as its
primary vessel for point-to-point travel within Germany, Denmark, Belgium, Austria, and the Netherlands.
Rolls-Royce signed a memorandum of understanding to
test Alder Fuels’ Greencrude SAF. Greencrude utilises sustainable biomass, including regenerative grasses, forest residues,
and agricultural waste products, and can be converted into a
drop-in fuel using existing bio and petroleum refinery infrastructure. It yields a greenhouse gas reduction of more than 80
per cent compared with straight jet-A fuel. SP
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NBAA sustainability

Business aviation’s commitment to emissions reduction was evident throughout the show

Sustainable, Innovative
Steps for
BizAv’s Path Ahead
Illustration: SP’s Team

With the focus on environmental sustainability, innovation towards technical advancements,
NBAA-BACE 22 paved the way for the global business aviation map
By Ayushee Chaudhary
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Business aviation

NBAA sustainability

Environmental
sustainability
was on display at 2022 NBAA-BACE,
with exhibits and education sessions
about evolving technology, Sustainable
Aviation Fuel (SAF) and other solutions. Business aviation’s commitment
to emissions reduction was evident
throughout the show, from the availability of SAF to the two-day Sustainability Summit, which put the focus on
industry decarbonisation efforts inside
the convention center.
NBAA President and CEO Ed Bolen
announced business aircraft operators
that have recently received accreditation under NBAA’s Sustainable Flight
Department Accreditation Program:
Netflix, Mente, Steelcase, Cessna/
Beechcraft and Monarch Air Group.
The new programme aims to promote
a sustainability culture in the business
aviation community. Many companies
already achieved initial successes by
building energy-saving efficiencies
within existing infrastructure, and
integrating SAF into emerging turbine
engine products. Many OEMs, including Bombardier, are using book-andclaim systems to reduce their carbon
footprint. In a book-and-claim system,
customers buy SAF to fuel aircraft
owned by other operators.
The discussions explored what strategies – including regulation and prizes
for developing technological breakthroughs – would effectively incentivise
the industry to push forward. Although
aircraft powered by hydrogen fuel cells
and electric batteries are being developed, much of the success of these new
(top) Avfuel and Sheltair Cover SAF Bases for NBAA-BACE; (above) GE Honda Aero Engines
platforms hinges on public perception
Completes Testing of HF120 Engine Using 100 per cent Low Carbon SAF.
and safety assurance to them. The disable aviation fuel (SAF). This follows recent policy action at
cussions identified several areas that need to be focused on to
the EU level and in the UK.
achieve the 2050 deadline, including education, communication
• Flights powered by SAF are on the rise and calls for investand collaboration with regulators and other OEMs.
ments in the production and use of SAF have become more
OEM leaders discussed achievements, goals and challenges
popular.
as civil aviation begins to map out plans on how the industry
will achieve net-zero carbon emissions by 2050. Earlier in • The business aviation community continues to decrease
carbon emissions through new technologies; SAF producOctober, the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO)
tion, availability and use is growing
announced its commitment for global
across the sector; and milestones with
civil aviation operations to achieve net
electric and other alternative propulsion
zero carbon emissions by 2050. NBAA
systems are being achieved regularly.
made its own 2050 net-zero emissions
The National
• On the eve of NBAA-BACE 2022,
pledge last year.
Airspace System
Avfuel provided Sheltair Aviation’s FBO
The discussions at NBAA-BACE came
at Orlando Executive Airport (KORL)
on the heels of exciting developments:
will soon be joined
with two truckloads—16,000 gallons—of
• Congress’ continued interest in
by advanced air
blended sustainable aviation fuel (SAF).
reducing greenhouse gas emissions
Neste produced the fuel, which is a 30
and incentivising sustainability in
mobility vehicles and
per cent SAF blend. It will reduce lifecyaviation, having recently included
unmanned aircraft
cle carbon emissions by 38 tonnes—the
a blenders tax credit in the 2022
systems
equivalent of 88 barrels of oil. In addiInflation Reduction Act to incentivtion to the fuel available at KORL, Avfuel
ise greater production of sustain-
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AAM is a new concept of air transportation using electric
provided an extra load of SAF to Sheltair’s FBO at nearby
Melbourne Orlando International Airport, which receives vertical takeoff and landing (eVTOL) aircraft to move people
and stores the fuel for use by Embraer’s US headquarters. In and cargo between places not currently or easily served by surWichita, the fuel distributor delivered an additional load of face transportation or existing aviation modes. eVTOL aircraft
SAF to Textron Aviation. Both airframers already have con- may be powered by hybrid electric systems, batteries or potentinuous- supply agreements with Avfuel and Neste and used tially hydrogen fuel cells.
Sometimes AAM is also called urban air mobility (UAM),
these further volumes to power their aircraft that flew into
although potential applications for this form of transportation
Orlando for the show’s static display.
• GE Honda Aero Engines successfully completed the testing could extend beyond high-density urban centers. These aircraft,
of its HF120 engine using 100 per cent SAF. The engine that which will range in size from single-passenger aircraft to large
powers the HondaJet has thus far been approved to run on shuttles, will bring accessibility to cities, underserved communities and geographically distant regions. Development of infraSAF blends of up to 50 per cent.
Signature Aviation has expanded its distribution of SAF to structure in support of AAM is underway in cities today, with
all 10 of its owned California FBOs, the company announced at AAM expected to become an increasingly important part of our
NBAA-BACE. Signature began permanent supplies of Neste SAF transportation system in the next several years.
Unmanned aircraft (UA) – also called “uncrewed aircraft” –
at its San Francisco FBO through its Signature Renew programme
in 2020. The company is now stocking SAF supplies at its facili- are designed to operate autonomously or be remotely piloted
ties at San Diego International, Santa Barbara Municipal, Fresno without a pilot on board. UAS are comprised of both the UA
Yosemite International, and Palm Springs International airports, and the systems required to operate the aircraft. UAS offer
great promise for a variety of applicain addition to Los Angeles International,
tions in many areas of life and comLong Beach International, Oakland Intermerce, including opportunities for use
national, Norman Y. Mineta San Jose
by entrepreneurs and companies that
International, and Van Nuys airports.
The discussions
rely on aviation as part of doing busiSignature’s 30 per cent SAF blend is said
ness. Safety will continue to be the
to offer a 25 per cent reduction in lifeidentified
several
top priority as UAS are integrated into
cycle greenhouse gas emissions versus
areas that need to be
the NAS, including assurances that UA
traditional jet-A. Currently, Signature
meet equivalent certification, airworthidistributes approximately eight per cent
focused on to achieve
ness and traffic avoidance standards as
of the entire global production of SAF.
the 2050 deadline,
crewed aircraft. UAS offers an opporincluding education,
tunity for flight departments to move
Next-Gen Commute
beyond being a cost center and to put
NBAA-BACE offered the business aviacommunication and
aviation at the forefront of a company.
tion community a close look at the air
collaboration with
• Using eVTOL aircraft, Honeywell
mobility change that is coming in the
seeks to provide a 100-mile journey,
shape of new electric and increasingly
regulators and other
door-to-door in 45 minutes or less. Also,
autonomous aircraft. What is already a
OEMs
through the use of UAS, Honeywell aims
highly diverse mix of operations in the
for same-day cargo delivery anywhere in
National Airspace System (NAS) will soon
the populated world.
be joined by advanced air mobility (AAM)
• NetJets has signed a memorandum
vehicles and unmanned aircraft systems
of understanding with Germany-based eVTOL developer
(UAS). An Innovation Zone session, examined how to support these
Lilium to purchase up to 150 piloted AAM air taxis for posnew aircraft, and ensure the NAS remains available for all users.
sible operations in Florida. Although aircraft will be autoOne of the most eye-catching items in an array of new airmated, humans will always be in the loop, monitoring as
craft models was the cabin mockup for Supernal’s four-passenmany as 10 aircraft via a “direct connection with that aerial
ger eVTOL (electric Vertical Take off & Landing). The Hyundai
vehicle.”
Motor subsidiary gave visitors the chance to be virtual air-taxi
passengers by enjoying a simulated ride to a shopping cen- • Textron Aviation made a big leap forward in executing its
strategic plan for a leadership role in the advanced air
ter and restaurant. Also pitching their plans for the advanced
mobility (AAM) revolution. Alongside Embraer, it is the
mobility sector were eVTOL aircraft developers Jaunt, Overair,
only other mainstream business aircraft manufacturer to
and Wisk. Electra displayed a model of its nine-passenger eSTOL
be assembling a credible product portfolio of electric and
(electric Short Take Off & Landing) aircraft and announced the
autonomous aircraft.
signing of a letter of intent with private charter group Welojets,
The need to develop the necessary workforce to support
which plans to add 32 of the hybrid-electric models to its fleet.
ZeroAvia is preparing to start test flights with its fuel-cell-based these new aircraft, on top of ensuring enough qualified personnel to support existing aviation operations, was also underlined.
powertrain on a 19-seat Dornier 228.
They may not be in service yet, but innovative electric- Although, some reluctance clearly remains within the aviation
powered advanced air mobility (AAM) aircraft are on display at community to bridge that divide, including concerns over many
2022 NBAA Business Aviation Convention & Exhibition (NBAA- UAS and AAM developers being completely new to the industry.
However, as major airlines, including United, American and
BACE). A NBAA-BACE session examined the role of business
aviation flight departments in the rollout of AAM aircraft and Delta, have made provisional purchase agreements with Silicon
unmanned aircraft systems (UAS), as well as the challenges to Valley developers of eVTOL aircraft, the industry is beginning
be overcome in introducing these new technologies into the what could be an historic shift toward a future with hundreds of
small air taxis and cargo aircraft flying in the NAS. SP
national airspace system in the years ahead.
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Air Marshal Sreekumar
Prabhakaran, Air Officer
Commanding-in-Chief,
Western Air Command,
Indian Air Force speaks
to SP’s Aviation on the
challenges regularly
faced by the Air Warriors
under his command

“We have to constantly
stay alert and ready,
since both our
neighbours are less
than friendly”
www.sps-aviation.com
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SP’s Aviation (SP’s): What is your broad vision for forces under ponent of indigenous components of warfighting with cutting
edge technology. Our equipment profile, though varied, already
your command and what are the core focus areas?
Air Marshal S. Prabhakaran (Prabhakaran): The WAC area reflects a transformation of IAF into a potent Air Force. Our Air
of responsibility has been under continuous stress for the past Defence and Offensive elements are now well integrated in a
three years. You are aware that we were on a state of high alert seamless manner. Our Air Defence setup got a shot in the arm
with the induction of the S-400 Surface to Air Missile system
after the strike at Balakot and then after the clash at Galwan.
We need to be ready to handle aggression on both, the west- to complement the existing indigenous Akash systems. We are
ern border with Pakistan and the north-eastern border with now truly capable of Area Defence.
China. We need to strengthen our air power to counter these
SP’s: Jointmanship assumes great importance in modern warftwo adversaries.
We have to work on the induction and operationalisation of ighting. Can you indicate on the steps being initiated to nurture
new equipment, while trying to maintain a high serviceability sta- and build on the same?
tus of legacy equipment. I have to strike a fine balance between Prabhakaran: Let me tell you, that actually Western Air Commaintaining a high alert state and training for the various com- mand (WAC) is the perfect example of the use of airpower and
bat roles envisaged. Our personnel are also constantly turning Jointmanship. WAC deals with four different Army Commands
over. So, balancing these requirements is the challenge. Any Air and is able to manage its warplans, air maintenance and all
Force which has superior technology will have an overwhelming peacetime activities by using the same assets, both combat and
advantage in any conflict. The Rafale aircraft is now a key com- support, wherever they are required. There have been no probponent of India’s firepower in the skies, being capable of a range lems and the field units of all services will attest the immediate
response of the IAF and the high level
of operations. In addition, procureof Jointmanship that already exists. As
ments of the C-17 and C-130J transport
regards joint operations, there is no
aircraft, Apache & Chinook helicopters,
doubt that there needs to be a body that
S-400 Air Defence Missile Systems and
carries out joint planning at the highest
a large number of indigenous weapons,
“The future may
level. We have an opportunity to reform,
sensor and systems, are steps in that
belong to Al enabled
so it is very important that we are able
direction. Therefore, what I’m concenplanning process
to exploit fully the strengths of the IAF
trating on is to identify issues that are
and that we get this process absolutely
impacting our operational capability
tasking networked
right.
and can be addressed in the immediforces with Manned
ate future and then use all resources at
SP’s: The Line of Actual Control (LAC)
my disposal to provide a solution to my
Unmanned Team
has witnessed enhanced activities in
combat and combat support elements.
(MUMT) components,
the past two years. How has the Westprosecuting
ern Air Command responded to these
SP’s: Aerial warfare evolves consisdevelopments?
tently. Technologically and in terms of
campaigns under an
Prabhakaran: You are very right in
doctrines, too. Would you like to share
overall integrated
your assessment about the responsiyour thoughts on the evolution and as
bilities of Western Air Command. We
to how our armed forces plan to co-op
Network Centric
have to constantly stay alert and ready,
with the pace and process of evolution?
Warfare (NCW)
since both our neighbours are less than
Prabhakaran: The Indian Air Force
umbrella”
friendly in their approach. We maintain
has a rich history of excellence in aeria high state of readiness on both fronts.
al warfare. In the Indian sub-continent,
Our forces are deployed and available
we’ve been one of the forerunners. As
and are capable of swinging to any
far as evolving our doctrine and training with advancements in technology is concerned, I agree with front, depending on where the situation develops, be it the desyou that the technology is evolving at a rapid pace with Artificial erts of Rajasthan, Punjab, Jammu & Kashmir or the Himalayas
Intelligence enabling all facets of warfighting. The future may of Ladakh. We train continuously and keep our combat elements
belong to Al enabled planning process tasking networked forces ready to respond at very short notice. We are in a position to imwith Manned Unmanned Team (MUMT) components, prosecut- mediately respond to any LAC violation or any air activity which
ing campaigns under an overall integrated Network Centric is against the laid down CBMs between the two sides.
Warfare (NCW) umbrella. Our armed forces, and in particular
the IAF, have initiated multiple steps to imbibe the benefits of SP’s: Humanitarian Assistance & Disaster Relief (HADR) operaAl in our processes. Some of these initiatives are in the public tions have been assuming great importance, in the past one year.
domain. To give you an example, not long ago, IAF threw open How have air assets been deployed from your command?
a competition for private sector developers of Unmanned Aerial Prabhakaran: IAF is the first responder towards HADR opSystems (UAS) to showcase their wherewithal in building and erations. Meticulous planning is carried out to cover the vast
deploying Swarm Drones. The results of this competition were areas of the nation and respond to mercy calls in any part of
encouraging not only for the participants but also for the IAF as the nation. My area of responsibility mostly covers hilly and
it gave us the confidence to look at home-grown solutions for Al mountainous terrain and the calls for mercy missions and
HADR relief ops are frequent. We have been providing immebased Swarm Drones for our requirements.
The home-grown military aviation industry is rapidly evolv- diate and effective relief to all the needy and will continue to
ing with development of AMCA not too far into the future. Very do so. Our immediate response to the recent landslides near
soon our armed forces will be able to boast of a large com- Badrinath is an example.
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Air Marshal Prabhakaran with Rafale Fighter, now a key component of India’s firepower in the skies

HADR during Floods/Cloud Burst. The procedure for deploy- injured and insertion of relief supplies and teams to the affected
areas. With terrain considerations and prevailing weather for
ment of assets is as given below:
• Though, heptr and transport assets are always on standby positioning of additional resources, 8 helicopters were activated
to undertake emergency evacuations and CASEVAC mis- for relief operations.
A total of 107 sorties were flown and 132 casualties were
sions; these assume greater significance during the period
of high probability which include HADR relief ops during rescued. NDRF personnel, media personnel and relief load was
monsoons. Additional assets are earmarked to launch on inducted near the Holy Cave. In order to ensure aerospace safety,
short notice from centralised hubs like Hindon, Sarsawa, a team of five IAF personnel headed by the Task Force ComChandigarh, Palam, Jammu, Srinagar and Suratgarh. These mander was inducted to Panchtarni, to oversee the operations,
bases standby to cover the entire WAC. Similarly, other immediate requirements of sorties and safety of all flying heptrs in close vicinity of each other. There
bases are also put on standby to
were more than 14 heptrs flying in the
cover the entire nation. On requirerestricted area close to Holy Cave which
ment basis these assets are posiincluded IAF, IA and civil helicopters.
tioned anywhere in the country.
“The induction of
COVID-19 relief operations: IAF
• On activation of HADR ops, ops cenaircraft and aircrews flew virtually nonters are activated at all the affected
AH-64E Apache
stop for days on end towards timely
bases which are participating in the
Attack Helicopter
positioning of critical medical supplies
relief ops. A Task Force Commander
has led to a quantum
and equipment. C-17 fleet flew in 133
(TFC) is nominated who acts as a
Cryogenic two Tankers from abroad
nodal contact point for all the taskleap in the capability
besides airlifting 712 two Tankers within
ing and relief ops. He also maintains
of IAF and has
the country. IL-76 fleet was deployed for
a close liaison with the civil administransporting O2 Plants across the countration to meet all the requirements
established itself as a
try. The ever reliable An-32 fleet pitched
arising as the situation builds up.
game changer in the
in by transporting medical equipment
Operation Shiva: Following the
current context”
including O2 Concentrators, Ventilators,
cloud burst near the Amarnath cave,
O2 Masks, COVID-19 Testing Kits, etc.
HADR was activated for evacuation of
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Operation Devi Shakti: The IAF was
called upon for emergency evacuation of
Indian nationals from Afghanistan following the withdrawal of NATO forces from
the country in August 2021. C-17 aircraft
of 81 squadrons were launched on short
notice under extremely challenging conditions for the task. 456 Indian nationals
were evacuated from the conflict zone
during the Operation.
Operation Ganga: Following the
Russian invasion of Ukraine in February 2022, the IAF was called upon for
emergency evacuation of Indian nationals from the Ukrainian warzone through
neighboring countries viz. Romania, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia. My C-17 fleet
undertook round the clock operations
under trying conditions to evacuate 2,826
Indian nationals from the warzone.
SP’s: What are the implications of having
newly acquired Apache helicopters in the
Air Marshal S. Prabhakaran receiving a copy of SP’s Military Yearbook from
operation capability calculus?
Jayant Baranwal, Editor-in-Chief, SP Guide Publications
Prabhakaran: The induction of AH-64E
Apache Attack Helicopter has led to a
quantum leap in the capability of IAF and has established it- actively involved with Defence PSUs, Industry, Start-ups and
self as a game changer in the current context. The helicopter Academia to steer us forward. BRDs are also helping in the indihas proved its high altitude capability while being deployed in genisation process. This is an ongoing process and we are confiEastern Ladakh since June 2020. The Pilot Night Vision System dent of making rapid progress.
(PNVS) is based on FLIR technology which makes it capable of
24 x 7 operations, whereas the other helicopter flying on NVGs SP’s: Regional Connectivity Scheme – Ude Deshka Aam Nagrik
(RCSUDAN) is one of the flagship schemes of the Minister of
need ambient light for operating at night.
The Apache is the ideal platform to be utilised in close air sup- Civil Aviation (MoCA). Could you reflect how the AF has been
port to army formations and numerous exercises have been con- contributing towards this effort?
ducted to validate the same. The helicopter is also able to operate Prabhakaran: IAF has been pro-actively contributing towards
with ALH SI and SF elements of the Indian Army. The helicopter is RCS-UDAN scheme. Many IAF bases have been opened up for
capable of carrying out ‘Hot Refueling and Rearming’ resulting in undertaking civil operations as and when the proposals are
received from MoCA. As on date proposals for civil aircraft opbetter sortie generation rates and improved revisit times.
The Helicopter comes with modern avionics which includes the erations from 39 bases in IAF and 13 in WAC AoR have been
Longbow FCR which is utilised for acquisition of aerial or ground cleared. Watch hours of bases i.e., Chandigarh, Jammu and
targets leading to superior Situational Awareness and battlefield Srinagar have been enhanced as per civil aviation requiretransparency. The Radio Frequency Interferometer (RFI) is a pas- ments in WAC.
sive sensor which can be utilised in conjunction with the FCR for
identifying, classifying and pin pointing emitting radars accurately. SP’s: Having commanded the Surya Kiran Aerobatic Team
This along with an advanced EW suite, consisting of RWR, MAWS (SKAT) as a Wing Commander, you have continued to be very
and CMDS, has greatly improved the survivability of the helicop- closely associated with the team and continue to mentor. What
ter in the TBA. The improvements in the airframe have also led are the future aspirations for the team?
to enhancement in crashworthiness of the helicopter. In addition Prabhakaran: It was indeed my privilege to command the Surya
to the above, the helicopter has advanced data-linking capability Kiran Aerobatic Team from 2002 to 2005. I had a fantastic team
between formation members and to the Ground Control Station of selected pilots and technicians under me. For the first time, the
IAF had then sent us to an international airshow (Asian Aero(GCS) which is a step ahead towards Network Centric Warfare.
The helicopter can precisely engage ground targets using space, Singapore 2004). And I think we contributed significantly
AGM-114 Hellfire. Apache is also able to accurately take on tar- to showcase lAFs professionalism and bring a sense of pride to
gets using 70mm rockets and 30mm nose gun from standoff our countrymen. Since then, succeeding teams have represented
ranges that offer the aircraft adequate safety from AD weapons. the lAF in various parts of the country and abroad, including at
The Air-to-Air Stinger would make it the only helicopter capable the Dubai airshow. After my command I was closely associated
of engaging aerial targets which has greatly improved its sur- with team as a mentor and ensured that the display profile has
undergone a thorough review in terms of safety aspects and visual
vivability against aerial threats.
appeal. As the mentor of the present team, I am proud of the boys
SP’s: What measures are being adopted to provide impetus to under their present Commanding Officer, Group Captain Anoop
Singh. Remember, they are one of the very few 9-aircraft aerobatic
the Atmanirbhar Barat Scheme?
Prabhakaran: Towards Atmanirbhar Bharat initiative, IAF is teams in the world. They are truly ambassadors of the IAF. SP
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PRESIDENT DROUPADI MURMU, DEFENCE MINISTER RAJNATH SINGH AND AIR CHIEF MARSHAL V.R. CHAUDHARI, WITH OTHER DIGNITARIES,
at the AIR FORCE DAY 2022 function, IN CHANDIGARH ON OCTOBER 8, 2022

Touching the Sky
with Glory for 9 Decades
With a theme of ‘Transforming for the Future’, the 90th Indian Air Force Day was celebrated
outside the National Capital for the first time

Photograph: rashtrapatibhvn / Twitter

By Ayushee Chaudhary
Reiterating its values of touching the sky with glory,
the Indian Air Force celebrated nine glorious decades of grandeur. Marking the milestone of 90 years of serving the nation,
the Indian Air Force (IAF) brought in celebrations physically as
well as virtually on October 8, 2022. For the first time, the IAF
Day was celebrated outside of Delhi-NCR, in Chandigarh. The
Air Force Day of the fourth largest air force in the world was
themed, IAF: Transforming for the Future. IAF also unveiled a
new display picture on twitter.
In a break from tradition, the Air Force Day parade is being
conducted at Chandigarh this year and in different locations across

www.sps-aviation.com

the country from here onwards, the Air Chief informed. “Today is
an occasion to renew our allegiance to the Constitution of India
and as preservers of the integrity and sovereignty of our country,
we owe it to our future generations,” he stated. This is in alignment
with Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s advice of shifting the major
events out of the national capital to various places across the country to enable more people to witness and engage in them.
The President, along with the Defence Minister and other
dignitaries also attended the celebrations. “The nation is proud
of IAF for bravely guarding our skies and rendering help during
calamities,” she tweeted.
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Narendra Modi
@narendramodi

On Air Force Day, my
greetings to the courageous
air warriors and their families.
In line with the motto of
, the Indian Air
Force has shown exceptional
dexterity for decades. They
have secured the nation and
also shown remarkable human
spirit during disasters.

Photographs: PiB, Indian Air Force / YOUTUBE

(top) PRESIDENT DROUPADI MURMU, DEFENCE MINISTER RAJNATH SINGH AND AIR CHIEF MARSHAL V.R. CHAUDHARI, WITH OTHER DIGNITARIES,
WATCHING THE AIR DISPLAY; (above) the new camouflage uniform for the Air Force’s ground personnel.

As part of the event, the first ever look of the digitally camou- past and demonstrations over the Sukhna lake of Chandigarh
flage uniform for the air force’s ground personnel was unveiled on Saturday afternoon. The IAF has over 1,900 aircraft alongby Air Chief Marshal Vivek Ram Chaudhari. The new camouflage side 1,70,156 active personnel and 1,40,000 reserve personnel.
Apart from the aircraft, paratroopers
combat uniform finds similarities with
also performed during the celebrations
the army’s uniform. The digital pattern
and added colors to the sky. A drill, the
of the new uniform is all terrain friendly
ceremonial parade and march past by
to let the personnel have the flexibility
The first ever look
Air Force personnel also added to the
to move from deserts, mountains lands,
fervour. Many made-in-India platforms
woodlands and most of the regions
of the digitally
also featured throughout the celebration,
across India’s varied terrains. The unicamouflage uniform for
depicting “Atmanirbharta” including the
form would further be customised as
the air force’s ground
recently inducted Light Combat Helicopper the operating conditions of the IAF
ter (LCH).
personnel.
personnel was unveiled
In a significant announcement, Air
A fleet of helicopter and transport
by Air Chief Marshal V.
Chief Marshal informed that the cenaircrafts including all fighters, transtral government will induct 3,000 air
port aircraft and helicopters in the IAF’s
R. Chaudhari
warriors, or Agniveer Vayu, including
inventory at present, took part in the fly
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is the key to success in multi
women into the air force this
domain operations. “No single
year. “IAF will induct 3,000
service can win a war on its
‘Agniveer Vayu’ for initial
own. Work is in progress to
training in December through
‘enhance jointness’ among the
Agnipath scheme. It is an
three services,” he said.
opportunity for us to harness
From a continued deploythe potential of India’s youth
ment along borders to perand channelise it towards the
forming disaster relief operservice of the nation,” he said.
ations and rescuing stranded
This number will only go up
Indians from conflict zones,
in the years to come to ensure
it has been a whole spectrum
adequate staffing.
of roles for the Services. He
The Air Force will also
said the traditional domains
have an operational training
of land, sea, and air have
methodology to ensure that
expanded to include space
each Agniveer is equipped
and cyberspace, forming a
with the right skills and
Fly past & aerial display was done on banks of
one continuum of hybrid
knowledge to start a career in
picturesque Sukhna Lake in chandigarh
warfare. The IAF chief noted
IAF, he added.
that the advent of drones,
For the first time, an
operational branch has also been created. “The central gov- swarm drones, hypersonic weapons, and space-based ISR
ernment has approved the creation of a weapon system systems has added a new dimension to war fighting.
“To effectively handle the full specbranch for the officers of the Indian
trum, artificial intelligence is being
Air Force, which would save $410
used for a quicker decision making
million or `3,400 crore in flying trainand analysis of big data. I am happy
ing,” the Chief added. The weapon
The central
to report that several projects are well
system branch will essentially man
underway to utilise the potential of
government has
the specialised streams of surface-toautomation, data analytics, and artifisurface missiles, surface-to-air-misapproved
the
creation
cial intelligence to transform our opersiles, remotely piloted aircraft, and
of a weapon system
ational philosophy,” he said.
weapon system operators in twin and
On the eve of Air Force Day 2022,
multi-crew aircraft.
branch for IAF officers
Chief of Defence Staff and the three
During his address, Air Chief Marwhich would save
Service Chiefs also laid wreaths at the
shal also underlined that having flexible,
National War Memorial, paying hom`3,400 crore in flying
robust and redundant command and
age to those who made the supreme
control structures that make way for a
training
sacrifice in service of the nation. SP
joint force to dominate across domains
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“transform
into forward
thinking and
forwardlooking air
warriors”

Photograph: DefencePRO_Guj / Twitter

Chief of Air Staff Address on Air Force Day
Parade, October 8, 2022. The theme for this
year’s anniversary celebrations was
“IAF: Transforming for the Future”
Former Chiefs, Air Marshal Prabhakaran, AOC-in-C,
Western Air Command, Senior Officers from the three services
and MoD, Esteemed Veterans, Air Warriors on parade, distinguished guests, members of the Media, Ladies and Gentlemen.
On the 90th Anniversary of the Indian Air Force, I extend
my best wishes and welcome you all, to this event.
In a break from tradition, we have decided to conduct the
AF Day parade at Chandigarh this year and in different locations across the country from here onwards. I would like to
compliment the AOC-in-C, WAC, AOC Adv HQ Chandimandir,
AOCs of 12 Wg, 3 BRD and their team for putting up such a
befitting show in such a short time. My compliments also to the
Parade Commander and all Air Warriors on parade for your
immaculate turn out, precise drill movements, astute military
bearing and josh. Good Show and Well Done!
We have inherited a proud legacy curated by the sheer hard
work, perseverance and vision of our predecessors. It will only
be right to acknowledge the contributions of our veterans who
have charted this course and now, the onus is on us to usher
the Air Force into the centenary decade. My salute to the former
chiefs for steering the Air Force in the right direction and my
assurance to them that I, ably supported by all Air Warriors, will
lead the Air Force to scale even greater heights.
On behalf of all Air Warriors, I would like to pay homage
to our fallen braves, who made the supreme sacrifice in the
line of duty. Today is an occasion to renew our allegiance to
the Constitution of India and as preservers of the integrity and
sovereignty of our country, we owe it to our future generations.
On this historic occasion, it is my privilege to announce that
the Government has approved the creation of a Weapon System
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Branch for Officers in the IAF. This is the first time since independence that a new operational branch is being created. This
will essentially be for manning of four specialised streams of Surface to Surface missiles, Surface to Air Missiles, Remotely Piloted
Aircraft and Weapon System Operators in twin and multi crew
aircraft. Creation of this branch would result in savings of over
`3,400 crores due to reduced expenditure on flying training.
Induction of Air Warriors into the IAF through the Agnipath
scheme is a challenge for all us, but more importantly, it is an
opportunity for us to harness the potential of India’s youth and
channelise it towards the service of the nation. We have changed
our operational training methodology to ensure each Agniveer
is equipped with the right skills and knowledge to start their
career in the Air Force. In December this year, we would be
inducting 3,000 Agniveer Vayu for their initial training. This
number will only go up in the years to come to ensure adequate
staffing. We are also planning on induction of Women Agniveers
starting next year. Creation of infrastructure is in progress and
streamlining of trade structure is being finalised.
In the last one year, we have had our share of challenges and
the Air Force has taken these challenges head on and with all
guns blazing. Continued deployment along our borders, HADR
operations or rescuing stranded Indians from conflict zones, we
have seen the entire spectrum of roles and tasks laid down for
the Air Force being undertaken. We are well and truly prepared
to take on everything that comes our way and the credit for it
goes to all of you.
The traditional domains of land, sea and air have expanded
to include space and cyber. We are increasingly seeing the convergence of all these domains into one continuum in the form
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or position, each one of
of Hybrid Warfare. The use
us is a vital link in the
of non-kinetic and nonorganisation. We need
lethal warfare to suppleto recognise our imporment kinetic means has
tance in the chain and
changed the way wars will
understand that what we
be prosecuted. Therefore,
do every day at the work
conventional systems and
place matters. A smart
weapons will need to be
and efficient day’s work
augmented by modern,
will instill pride in our
flexible and adaptive techjob. Our aim should be to
nology. Technology has
match or surpass modgiven us the wherewithal
ern industry standards in
to be innovative. We need
operations, maintenance
to accept the fact that
and administration. As
tomorrow’s conflicts canan organisation, we need
not be fought with yesterto incorporate the prinday’s mind-set. To be able
ciple of continuous proto execute all missions in
cess improvement at our
an environment of denial
work place. This can only
will increasingly be the
be achieved through critibasis of our training in the
Air Chief Marshal V.R. Chaudhari, Chief of the Air Staff Addressing
cal problem identificaAir Force.
the gathering on Air Force Day Parade, October 8, 2022
tion, understanding the
Keeping this in mind,
root causes and providthere is a need to plan for
integrated and joint application of combat power. The key to suc- ing workable solutions to eliminate waste. We must focus on
cess in multi-domain operations is to have flexible, robust and multi-skilling and multi-tasking to create a smart working
redundant Command and Control Structures which will allow environment and enhance efficiency. This is only possible if
a joint force to dominate across domains. No single service can we build on our experiences and develop innovative thinking.
win a war on its own. Work is in progress to enhance jointness There is tremendous scope for change and Change We Must,
to evolve and be relevant.
amongst the three services.
The challenge I pose to you all today is to transform into
The theme for this year’s anniversary celebrations - “IAF:
Transforming for the Future”, is very apt and highlights the forward thinking and forward-looking air warriors, who can
Indian Air Force’s need to redefine, reimagine and recalibrate to support our process of adapting to a constantly changing environment. I call upon every air warrior to be a part of the solutransform into a contemporary and future ready force.
Our fighting potential has to be sustained over the years tion by your creativity, innovative thinking and drive to lead the
through the induction of 4.5 Gen fighters, AWACS, AEW&C and change. I promise you good leadership, a good working enviFlight refuelling aircraft. We have initiated necessary steps to ronment and the best equipment that we can muster. I want you
ensure our fighter squadron strength remains at the desired to have faith and confidence in your abilities and the resolve to
level. Indigenous development of six AEW&C Mk-II has been do the impossible. I want you to display exceptional courage
sanctioned and we are actively pursuing the acquisition of ISTAR, and fortitude, to have compassion for your subordinates and
most importantly, be good professionals.
UAVs, Counter UAS technology and strengthening our networks.
As we celebrate 90 years of professional excellence, it is
Modern armed forces have to be sufficiently self-reliant to
ensure minimum disruptions. Towards this, Atmanirbharta and incumbent on us to preserve our past and accurately record
Make in India is a step in the right direction. Our indigenous the present so that future generations of the IAF benefit from it.
operational network AFNET, the back bone of all air operations The culture and traditions of the Air Force have led us to excel
IACCS, one of the largest maintenance management protocols in our profession, but remember that while we have to preserve
e-MMS and the fact that we are completely paper less in our those elements of our culture that strengthen the Air Force, we
offices through the e-Office application is a testimony to our com- must be prepared to shed those that are barriers to efficiency
mitment towards becoming self-reliant. The LCA, ALH, Akash and mission accomplishment.
I congratulate all of you for the successes of IAF which
surface to air missile, Astra BVR, LCH and Brahmos are a few
examples of the indigenous hardware that has already been would not have been possible without your collective, sincere
inducted and operationalised. We have signed a contract for 83 and dedicated efforts as a team. As we start a new chapter in
LCA Mk 1A and are fully committed to the development of LCA the history of the IAF, our aim should be to sustain our capabilities as a fearless and potent force and maintain a cohesive
Mk-II and the AMCA.
The advent of drones, swarm drones, hypersonic weapons happy family. I have no doubt that your commitment and your
and space based ISR systems have added a new dimension to war collective capacity to achieve excellence will take IAF to even
fighting. To effectively handle the full spectrum, artificial intelli- greater heights in the year ahead.
On behalf of my wife Neeta, I would like to congratulate
gence is being used for quicker decision making and analysis of
big data. I am happy to report that several projects are well under- everyone on the 90th anniversary of the Indian Air Force and
way to utilise the potential of Automation, Data Analytics and Arti- may the IAF always Touch the Sky with Glory.
Thank You and Jai Hind!! SP
ficial Intelligence to transform our operational philosophy.
The growth and success of any organisation revolves
around its personnel. Irrespective of the years of experience
Chief of the Air Staff address on iaf day is courtesy IAF
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Defence Minister Rajnath Singh presided over the formal induction of the LCH, designed and developed
by Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL)

‘Prachanda’ Marks its
Entry into IAF
The Defence Minister formally inducted indigenously designed and developed LCH, uplifting
the self-reliant defence industry

Photograph: PIB

By Ayushee Chaudhary
Ahead of the DefExpo 2022, a big boost to Atmanirbharata
in Defence has been displayed as the air force adds indigenous
prowess. The Indian Air Force (IAF) inducted the indigenously
designed and developed Light Combat Helicopter (LCH) on Monday in Jodhpur. Defence Minister Rajnath Singh presided over
the formal induction of the LCH, designed and developed by Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL). Naming LCH as “Prachanda”
(fierce), Defence Minister said that its induction comes during the
Amrit kal when the Nation is celebrating Azadi ka Amrit Mahostav
and a pointer to the future when IAF will be the top most force
in the world, as also making the country fully Atmanirbhar in
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Defence production requirements. Shortly after the induction,
Defence Minister also took a sortie onboard the LCH.
In his address, the Defence Minister appreciated the role of
IAF in meeting internal as well as external threats to the country since independence. He added that the induction of LCH,
with its tremendous power and versatility, not only enhances
the combat capabilities of IAF but is also a big step towards selfreliance in defence production, as envisioned by Prime Minister Narendra Modi. The trust reposed and support extended
by the IAF towards indigenous design & development is evident through the examples such as Marut, Light Combat Air-
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craft, Akash missile system, Advanced Light Helicopter and the
Light Combat Helicopter. “The induction of LCH underlines the
fact that just as the country trusts the Indian Air Force, the IAF
equally trusts the indigenous equipment,” he added.
The need for such helicopters was felt during the Kargil War
in 1999, and that is when the LCH was incepted. A homegrown
lightweight assault helicopter that could hold precision strikes
in all Indian battlefield scenarios was required and the project
was sanctioned in 2006 and HAL was chosen to develop the
LCH. Following two decades of R&D and indigenous efforts in
that direction, the LCH is finally here. The LCH was formally
inducted into the Indian Army on September 29 at Bengaluru
and now into the IAF. Out of the 15 of these choppers, whose
procurement was approved by the government, 10 are for the
IAF and five for the Army.

Narendra Modi

Photograph: IAF_MCC / Twitter

@narendramodi

The induction of LCH
‘Prachanda’ is a special
moment for the collective
resolve of 130 crore Indians
to make our nation strong
and self-reliant in the defence
sector. Congratulations to
every Indian!

“The LCH was flying not only on the strength of its rotors,
engines and blades, but also on the strength of penance,
patience, dedication and patriotism of many scientists, engineers and others.” Irrespective of the time taken, the LCH promises to meet the requirements of modern warfare and necessary
quality parameters under varied conditions of operations. It is
capable of self-protection, of carrying a wide variety of ammunition, and delivering it to the field quickly. “This versatile helicopter perfectly meets the needs of our armed forces in various
terrains and as such LCH is an ideal platform for both our Army
and Air Force,” the Minister added.
Air Chief Marshal V.R. Chaudhari, Chief of Air Staff said
that induction of LCH adds unique capability to the IAF’s combat potential. “Versatility and offensive potential of the LCH
is at par or better than most attack helicopters operating
globally. Selection of the personnel in the 143-helicopter unit
which will man the LCH have been made based on professional competence so as to ensure operationalisation of the
unit at the earliest,” he added.
The LCH is the first indigenous Multi-Role Combat Helicopter designed and manufactured by HAL. It has potent
ground attack and aerial combat capability. Inducted in IAF’s
newly raised No. 143 Helicopter Unit, Dhanush, the twinengine LCH stands as a testimony to India’s growing prowess in indigenous design, development & manufacturing and
hence a significant milestone in the path towards ‘Atmanirbharta’ in Defence. The helicopter possesses modern stealth
characteristics, robust armour protection and formidable
night attack capability.
Onboard advanced navigation system, guns tailored for close
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combat and potent air to air missiles make the LCH especially
suited for the modern battlefield. Capable of operating from high
altitude terrain and carrying out precision strikes at high altitude
targets, the helicopter is a formidable addition to IAF’s arsenal.
The makers boast LCH to be the only attack helicopter in the
world which can land and take off at an altitude of 5,000 meters
with a considerable load of weapons and fuel, meeting the specific
requirements laid out by the Indian Armed Forces. LCH comes
with the maximum take-off weight of 5.8 tonnes, maximum speed
of 268 kilometers per hour, range of 550 kilometers, endurance
of over three hours and service ceiling — the maximum density
altitude to which it can fly — of 6.5 kilometres. Two French-origin
Shakti engines manufactured by the HAL power the LCH.
The recent conflicts in Ukraine and elsewhere showed us that
heavy weapon systems and platforms, which do not allow for

rapid movement in the battlefield, are sometimes vulnerable and
become easy targets for the enemy, Singh said. He further added
that therefore, the need of the hour is to move towards the development of those equipment and platforms, which are mobile,
have ease of movement, are more flexible, and at the same time
meet the requirements of the armed forces. In this context, LCH
has been developed with an unprecedented balance of all these
features and HAL should be congratulated for this.
“LCH was proposed to meet IAF’s requirement of a dedicated light helicopter for combat operations. LCH has maximum
possible commonality with ALH,” states HAL. LCH with a narrow fuselage has pilot and co-pilot/gunner in tandem configuration incorporating a number of stealth features, Armour protection, Night attack capability and crash worthy landing gear for
better survivability.
The major features of LCH are:
• Glass Cockpit
• Crashworthy bottom structure
• Crashworthy fixed tricycle type with tail wheel landing gear
• Canted flat panels for low Radar Cross Section
• Integrated Dynamic System
• Hinge less Main Rotor / Bearing less Tail Rotor
• Anti-Resonance Isolation System
• Integrated Architecture and Display System (IADS)
• IR Suppressor
• Counter Measuring Dispensing System (CMDS)
• EO pod, Helmet Mounted Display System & EW suite
• 20mm Gun, 70mm Rocket & Missiles
• Air to Air Missiles (ATAM)
• Air to Ground Missiles (ATGM). SP
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PRIME MINISTER NARENDRA MODI AT THE FOUNDATION LAYING CEREMONY OF C295 AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURING FACILITY, IN VADODARA, GUJARAT

Prime Minister Lays
Foundation Stone of
C295 Aircraft
Manufacturing Facility
Photograph: PIB

This facility, which will be a collaboration between Tata and Airbus, will be utilised for
manufacturing C295 aircrafts for the Indian Air Force. This is the first project in which a
military aircraft will be manufactured in India by a private company.
By Ayushee Chaudhary
22
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Prime Minister Narendra Modi laid the foundation
stone of the C295 Aircraft Manufacturing Facility in Vadodara,
Gujarat on Sunday, October 30. Set up by Tata Advanced Systems
Ltd (TASL) in partnership with Airbus Defence and Space, Spain,
the facility will be the first aircraft manufacturing facility in the private sector in the country. This facility will be utilised for manufacturing C295 aircrafts for the Indian Air Force. This is the first project of its kind in which a military aircraft will be manufactured in
India by a private company. The total cost of the project is `21,935
crore. The aircraft can be used for civilian purposes as well.
“Today we have taken a big step in the direction of making
India as the manufacturing hub of the world. India is making
fighter jets, tanks, submarines, medicines, vaccines, electronic
gadgets, mobile phones and cars that are popular in many
countries. India is moving forward with the mantra of ‘Make in
India, Make for the Globe’ and now India is becoming a huge
manufacturer of transport aircraft in the world,” the Prime Minister remarked. He added that he can foresee that India will
soon be manufacturing big passenger aircrafts that will proudly
bear the words ‘Made in India’.
This is the nation’s first big investment in the Indian
Defence sector and transport aircraft manufactured here will
help in developing a new ecosystem of aircraft manufacturing
with more than 100 MEMEs also associated with the project,
the PM added. He also visited an exhibition showcasing technological and manufacturing strides in the aerospace industry
under Atmanirbhar Bharat.
“It is truly a historic day. Today, we mark the beginning of fullscale aircraft manufacturing in India by the private sector. In its
true essence, it conveys Atmanirbhar Bharat - vision of our Prime
Minister Modi. The aircraft that we will manufacture will be done
by the Tata Advanced Systems, a Tata group company, and we
will make 40 such aircraft out of a total order of 56 aircraft. The
aircraft manufacturing programme will see Airbus bring its com-

Narendra Modi
@narendramodi

The facility whose
foundation stone has been laid
today is all set to transform the
defence and aviation sector.
The benefits for MSME sector
are immense too.

plete bouquet of aircraft manufacturing and servicing to India
in collaboration with the Tata group,” said N. Chandrasekaran,
Chairman, Tata Sons.
“It is a matter of utmost importance and great pride that
all 56 aircraft will be fitted with indigenous Electronic Warfare
Suite to be manufactured by Bharat Electronics Limited & Bharat
Dynamics Limited. Hundreds of MSMEs from across the country
will be a part of this project. It is a shining example of meeting
the requirements of the Armed Forces with collaborative efforts
of the private sector and DPSUs,” stated Defence Minister Rajnath
Singh simultaneously describing the C295 as a state-of-the-art
aircraft, with superior capabilities and global standards, that will
unprecedentedly add to the logistical capability of the IAF.
Sixteen aircraft will be delivered in flyaway condition. They
are scheduled to be received between September 2023 and
August 2025. Remaining forty (40) will be manufactured at the
Vadodara manufacturing facility. The first Made in India aircraft is expected from September 2026. The C295 is a transport
aircraft of 5-10 tonne capacity with contemporary technology
that will replace the aging Avro aircraft of IAF. The aircraft, with
a flight endurance of up to 11 hours, can carry out multi-role
operations under all weather conditions. It can routinely oper-

Photograph: proshillong / Twitter

THE C295 AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURING PROGRAMME WILL SEE AIRBUS BRING ITS COMPLETE BOUQUET OF AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURING AND SERVICING TO INDIA
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First 16 aircraft will come in flyaway condition. Remaining 40 aircraft will be made at the Vadodara manufacturing facility.
The first Made in India aircraft is expected from September 2026.

ate day as well as night combat missions from desert to mari- since 2014, amounting to `11,607 crore (S$ 1.5 billion) durtime environments. It has a rear ramp door for quick reaction ing FY 2021-22 and the government is ambitious to reach an
and para dropping of troops and cargo alongside short take-off/ export target of `36,500 crore ($ 4.8 billion) by 2025.
The Prime Minister pointed out that the defence corriland from semi-prepared surfaces.
Manufacturing of over 13,400 detail parts, 4,600 sub-assem- dors being developed in Uttar Pradesh and Tamil Nadu will
blies and all the seven major component assemblies will be immensely help in scaling-up this sector. He also praised the
undertaken in India, along with tools, jigs and testers. Various Defence Ministry and the Government of Gujarat for organising
systems such as engines, landing gear, avionics, EW suite etc the biggest ever DefExpo in Gandhinagar with all the “Made in
will be provided by Airbus Defence & Space and integrated on India equipment and technologies” on display. “The reflection
the aircraft by the TATA Consortium. 96 per cent of the total man of Project C295 will also be visible to us in the DefExpo of the
hour work per aircraft that Airbus employs at its manufacturing coming years”, the Prime Minister added.
“This is India’s first transport aircraft manufacturing plant.
facility at Spain will be undertaken in India by the TATA Consortium. The aircraft will be tested as an integrated system by the In all, it will produce at least 15,000 skilled jobs. There is also a
TATA Consortium. The aircraft will be flight tested and delivered very substantial global demand, and I definitely see exports being
another big opportunity,” added Chandrasekaran. The TATA
through a Delivery Centre at the TATA Consortium facility.
“This project was conceived 10 years ago by Ratan Tata, Consortium has identified more than 125 in-country MSME
and he led this whole concept, built a relationship with Airbus suppliers spread over seven states. This will act as a catalyst in
& forged a partnership. I must thank him for his visionary lead- employment generation in the aerospace ecosystem of the counership by leading from the front on this initiative. This will also try and is expected to generate 600 highly skilled jobs directly,
catapult India to produce quality systems, which will help India over 3,000 indirect jobs and an additional 3,000 medium skill
to produce high precision & high-quality manufacturing prod- employment opportunities with more than 42.5 lakh man hours
of work within the aerospace and defence
ucts,” said Chandrasekaran.
sector of India. Nearly 240 engineers will
The Prime Minister informed that
be trained at the Airbus facility in Spain.
more than $3 billion has been invested
The Prime Minister urged all those
in the aerospace sector alone. “In the
“It is a shining
associated with the industry to make the
coming years, the defence and aeroexample of meeting
most out of the unprecedented investspace sectors are going to be the crument confidence in the country at the
cial pillars of the Atmanirbhar Bharat
the requirements of
moment. He further added that more
campaign. We aim to scale our defence
the Armed Forces
thought must be given to helping the
manufacturing beyond $25 billion by
start-ups of the country in moving for2025. Our defence exports will also
with collaborative
ward. The Prime Minister also stressed
exceed $5 billion,” he added. According
efforts of the
on increased participation of the private
to the Ministry of Defence (MoD), the
private sector and
sector in the field of research. “If we
country witnessed a 21 per cent decline
push in this direction, then we will be
in imports during 2017-21 versus
DPSUs,” stated
able to develop a more strong ecosystem
2012-16 due to the growing emphasis
Defence Minister
of innovation and manufacturing. You
on indigenous design and manufacturalways have to remember the mantra of
ing of defence equipment. The country’s
Rajnath Singh
Sabka Prayas”, he highlighted. SP
arms exports witnessed a six times rise
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THE CARL-GUSTAF M4
WEAPON SYSTEM

Carl-Gustaf M4 to be
‘Made in India’
Saab to bring the latest in manufacturing techniques for Carl-Gustaf ’s production in India

Photographs: Saab

By Neetu Dhulia
Saab, the Swedish Defence major, announced its plan
to set up a manufacturing facility for the shoulder-launched
Carl-Gustaf M4 weapon system in India. The facility will go
operational in 2024. The manufacturing facility will support the
production of the Carl-Gustaf M4 for the Indian Armed Forces
as well as components for users of the system around the world.
It will be Saab’s first manufacturing facility outside Sweden for
producing the Carl-Gustaf M4.
The Carl-Gustaf weapon system is designed to give troops
the tactical advantage in any combat scenario, including neutralising armoured tanks, enemy troops in defilade, clearing
obstacles and engaging enemies in buildings. The M4 is shorter
than one meter and weighs less than seven kilos, so troops can
react faster while remaining agile. The Carl-Gustaf M4 can be
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fitted with a wide range of sights to ensure maximum effect
in any tactical situation and flexibility for the user. The system
is attached with a standard clip-on telescopic sight, with additional options of open sight, red dot sight and advanced fire
control devices.
The new company Saab FFV India, will make the latest generation of state-of-the-art weapons in India. Saab will partner
with Indian sub-suppliers, keeping a view of the ‘Make in India’.
Saab FFV India plans to deploy complex technologies including the latest sighting technology and apply advanced manufacturing techniques like carbon fibre winding for the Carl-Gustaf,
1,500 meters range M4 weapon. The production of the shoulderfired weapons will start in 2024, said Görgen Johansson, Senior
Vice President and Head of Business Area Dynamics at Saab.
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THE SHOULDER FIRED CARL-GUSTAF M4 IS SHORTER THAN ONE METER, WEIGHS LESS THAN SEVEN KILOS AND HAS A RANGE OF 1,500 METERS

“It is a natural step to set up a production facility for CarlGustaf M4 in India given the long and close association we have
with the Indian Army as one of the foremost users of the system. We are glad to be able to contribute to the Government
of India’s goals of developing a world-class defence industry
 Every munition for Carl-Gustaf has a calibre of 84mm, this means
and proud to offer the Indian Armed Forces our Carl-Gustaf M4
every munition is compatible with every version of the weapon.
made in India,” Görgen Johansson added.
 The name “Carl-Gustaf” originates from the factory where the
Responding to Jayant Baranwal, Editor-in-Chief, SP Guide
first version of Carl-Gustaf was manufactured.
Publications, Bo Thorn, President of FFV Ordnance AB, elabo 
Weight of the Carl-Gustaf M4 is less than half the weight of the
rated that, “the manufacturing facility in India will be a stateM2 version.
of-the-art facility. The Saab FFV India facility will be superior
 Carl-Gustaf has been sold to more than 40 countries around the
to the existing facility in Sweden and will be a complete manuworld. SP
facturing unit”. Thorn will be the Chairman of this new facility,
which will commence production in 2024.
Addressing a question on foreign
direct investment (FDI), Johansson
The Carl-Gustaf system has been
said that Saab is vying for a 100 per
in service with the Indian Army since
cent FDI, but if it doesn’t materialise,
The company has
the first cooperation agreement for
then the company would go ahead
production in India was signed in
with a 74 per cent FDI. The company
evaluated several
1976. Over the years, Saab has parthas evaluated several sites for producsites for production
nered with Indian companies to make
tion facilities in India. In due course,
facilities in India and
parts or components for its products
they will announce the site and names
on the global market. Saab will conof the Indian Partners for the venture.
in due course, will
tinue its partnership with Munitions
Johansson responded on the exports
announce the site
India Limited (MIL) and Advanced
to the world, from the Indian producWeapons and Equipment India Limtion facility saying, “the weapon system
and names of the
ited (AWEIL), the companies formed
will first go to Sweden and then it could
Indian Partners for
from the erstwhile OFB to manufacbe sent to various export markets. The
the venture
ture the Carl-Gustaf weapon (M3) and
ammunition for the system will conits ammunition. SP
tinue to be manufactured in Sweden”.

Carl- Gustaf has a successful
history since 1948
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Show Preview

Airshow China 2022

Chinese military might on Display: (clockwise from top left) J-20 stealth fighter jet; J-10 fighter jet; H-6K fighter bomber; AEW KJ-500

Photographs: eng.chinamil.com.cn, ASDS Media

China’s Military
Capabilities on show
Since 1996, Airshow China has successfully taken place, becoming one of the most influential
international aviation and aerospace exhibitions in the world. The air show is a great
opportunity to display China’s latest achievements in military modernisation to the world.
By Rohit Goel
The 14th China International Aviation and Aerospace
Exhibition (Airshow China) is about to take off. Airshow China
is the only international aerospace trade show approved by the
Chinese central government, and supported by Chinese aerospace industries. Featuring the display of actual products, trade
talks, technological exchange flying display, and ground equipment manoeuvre demonstration, the show takes place bienni-
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ally in Zhuhai, Guangdong, China. Airshow China is the premier platform for global partnership and cooperation between
China and aerospace enterprises from around the world. As an
aerospace powerhouse with an opening-up market, China has
maintained a steady growth momentum in the post-covid era.
The 14th Airshow China is taking place in Zhuhai, November
8-13, 2022.
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Airshow China 2022

This year’s show has registered a better-than-expected number of exhibitors - more than 740 companies from 43 countries
and regions - with state-of-the-art exhibits that cover land, sea,
air, aerospace, electronics and cyber applications. An estimated
100 airplane types will be on display at the airshow, and countries including the US, France, Germany, Italy and Saudi Arabia
will participate in the event. The show will stage aerobatic flying displays and ground static displays, as well as high-profile
conferences and seminars.
Equipment to reflect ‘Chinese achievements’
Airshow China 2022 will have many new weapons and types of
equipment on display that cover all fields of combat in addition
to aviation and aerospace. It shows that China’s armed forces
and its arms industries have formed a whole and complete system. The air show will not only display the Chinese military’s and
arms industry’s achievements in the air, but also on the ground
and at sea, with equipment in all fields to be represented.
In the static display area, the Chinese People’s Liberation Army
(PLA) Air Force for the first time display a vehicle-mounted laser
weapon system that targets small drones, a new and thinner missile of the HQ-9B air defence system, as well as the HQ-11 universal terminal defence system, which includes a vehicle equipped
with vertically launched missiles and another vehicle equipped
with a close-in gun. Also, it is the first time that the PLA Air Force
will reveal the WZ-10 electronic reconnaissance drone and the KJ500A, which is a KJ-500 early warning aircraft with an added aerial refuelling probe. This means the new KJ-500 likely can receive
aerial refuelling, which can greatly enhance the early warning aircraft’s range and endurance for extended missions.
A bomber of the Chinese People’s Liberation Army (PLA)
Air Force carrying two new-type missiles also arrived for the
Airshow. This is the first time the bomber has displayed what
seems to be its air-launched ballistic missiles to the public. Previously, the H-6K had displayed its capabilities to carry subsonic and supersonic cruise missiles. A stealth air-to-surface
cruise missile carried by a JH-7A2 fighter bomber also arrived
at the site a few days ago.
Aircraft to deliver flight performances have been holding
rehearsals above the event site, including four J-20s and a YU-20
aerial tanker. In a rehearsal, two J-20s landed and took off for the
first time in Zhuhai and a YU-20 rehearsed with three aerial refuelling baskets released. A civilian-use version of the Y-20 large
transport aircraft, the Y-20F100, can be seen at the exhibition.
Within the exhibit halls, the state-owned Aviation Industry Corp
of China has put the latest entry of the Wing Loong series drone,
the Wing Loong 3, on its public debut. The new drone is very large,
with a very long range and endurance compared with previous
members in the series. Aero Engine Corp of China will showcase a
collection of the WS-10 Taihang series turbofan engine.
The SLC-18 space target observation AESA radar of China
Electronics Technology Group Corp should attract attention
because of its towering appearance. It is used to keep a close
eye on reconnaissance satellites in low orbits. China Aerospace
Science and Industry Corp will exhibit a container-type integrated sea defence combat system that can launch a variety of
anti-ship missiles. Anti-drone systems and air defence missiles
are also being exhibited.
Another aerospace giant, China Aerospace Science and
Technology Corp, has put its CH and FH series drones on display, including the stealth CH-7 and the loyal wingman FH-97A,
in addition to the YJ-21E air-to-surface missile weapon system.
The VT4A1 main battle tank upgraded with an active defence
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system and drone interoperability is one of the star products
from the NORINCO Group. Different types of firearms including
China’s latest assault rifles, sniper rifles and pistols are available for visitors to try out - but to touch and pose with only. A
type of portable railgun weapon system will also be on display.
At sea, China State Shipbuilding Corp has a wide collection
of warships available for export, from a 60 meter-class missile
boat called the swordfish to corvettes of 1,000-tonne class and
2,000-tonne class, then to a 4,000-tonne class frigate, and at
last a 6,000-tonne class destroyer.
PLA Air Force unveils equipment lineup
PLA Air Force Spokesperson, Senior Colonel Shen Jinke, said
that about 50 types of weapons and equipment including J-20,
Y-20, and KJ-500, H-6K and HQ-9B will be displayed, among
which YY-20, J-16 and GJ-2 unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV)
will make their first public flights in the airshow. All of them
will show the historical achievements of the PLA Air Force in
the past decade of the new era and the phased results of the
modernised strategic air force construction.
Aircraft J-20 is the new generation of stealth fighter jet
independently developed by China, which made a public flight
for the first time in the Airshow China 2016. Aircraft YY-20
is China’s new-generation aerial refueling equipment, which
has carried out aerial refueling training with multiple types of
fighter jets including J-20, J-16 and J-10C, effectively enhancing
the PLA Air Force’s capability of long-range maneuverability.
The PLA Air Force’s new combat forces in new domain
will also be displayed. The GJ-2 UAV, which will perform its
first flight demonstration, is a medium-to-high-altitude, longendurance reconnaissance and combat UAV system developed
by China. It is an important weapon for border patrol and antiterrorism operations. Other UAVs including the WZ-7, WZ-8,
and WZ-10 will be on static display on the ground.
The Bayi Aerobatic Team of the PLA Air Force and the Red
Eagle Aerobatic Team of the PLA Air Force Aviation University
will also perform at the air show, the 10th time and third time
respectively of their participation in such event.
Chinese drones on international market
Production of China’s CH series unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)
is running at maximum capacity with the bestselling CH-4
drone having sold more than 200 units on the international
market. With increasing market demand, the CH UAV company
is expanding its production capacity by building a modern, intelligent production line which will be fully operating by 2023. The
announcement came shortly before the Airshow China 2022,
where the CH series drones will be exhibited.
After being upgraded with a domestically developed heavyfuel engine, the CH-4 armed reconnaissance drone will make
its reappearance at the air show. The latest version of the CH-5
will offer maritime applications, as it can detect information
on the sea surface and underwater. As a high-end drone, the
CH-7 is characterised by its high-altitude, high-speed, highendurance and stealth capabilities. The CH-7 can conduct
reconnaissance missions without opponents becoming aware
of it. Other known members in the CH drone family include the
cheap but effective CH-3, the large CH-6, the tilt-rotor CH-10
and the solar-powered CH-T4. The company also makes munitions suitable for use with the drones.
First four-engine large drone to debut
The Twin-Tailed Scorpion D, a four-engine large drone indepen-
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Show Preview

Airshow China 2022

(File photo) J-10 fighter jets attached to the PLA Air Force’s Bayi Aerobatics Team perform aerobatic stunts during Airshow China 2021

Photograph: eng.chinamil.com.cn

dently developed by China, will make its public debut at the Airshow. Capable of carrying heavier and larger payloads, the new
drone has enhanced transport capability compared with its
predecessors. This multipurpose, medium-altitude, long-endurance unmanned aerial vehicle system with fixed wings and four
engines is the first of its kind in the world. Other members of
the Twin-Tailed Scorpion series include the original Twin-Tailed
Scorpion (TB) with two engines and the Twin-Tailed Scorpion A
(TB-A) with three engines.
China’s anti-drone defences to take centre stage
China’s most advanced anti-drone defence systems will be one
of the features of the country’s leading air show. The systems
are designed to detect and intercept swarms of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) at low altitudes and combine air-defensive,
artificial intelligence and anti-missile technology.
In response to new challenges in the modern warfare brought
by drones with low flight altitude, slow flight speed and small
radar reflection area, China has come up with a new indigenous
air defence system and put it on display. Such anti-drone system
is made up with early-warning detection, monitoring control and
interception weapons. The new system was designed and developed by the Second Academy of the China Aerospace Science
and Industry Corporation (CASIC), the country’s largest air-space
missile manufacturer. With the HQ-17AE short-range air defence
missile weapon system at its core, the new system is projected to
make its debut at this year’s exhibition. The electro-optic radar
and DK-1 low-altitude detecting radar will team up to work
together at the early-warning detection stage. The electro-optic
radar has the capabilities of visual imaging with high precision
and it is also capable of “seeing” multiple targets at the same time.
The HQ-17AE system can effectively intercept stealth and
non-stealth fixed-wing aircraft, armed helicopters, unmanned
aerial vehicles, cruise missiles and tactical air-to-surface mis-
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siles, according to the academy. It has an interception slant
range of 1.5 to 20 kms, and is capable of guiding four missiles
to intercept four targets at the same time.
ZR-1500 unmanned smart defence weapon system, serving
as the side vehicle for the HQ-17AE system, will also make its
debut at the Airshow China. It has an interception slant range
of 5 kms and can intercept targets including fixed-wing aircraft,
helicopters and drones as well as enemy personnel and armed
vehicles within the range. It can carry 12 micro-missiles and
four small-scale missiles and two surveillance and strike integrated patrol missiles by default.
Debut of China’s new COMAC C919 single-aisle jet
China will stage a low-key but historic debut of its C919 civil
jet at its biggest air show. This will mark the first time when
western plane giants Airbus and Boeing will have shared
the stage with China’s new COMAC C919 single-aisle jet at
the event. The newly certified homegrown rival to the Airbus
A320neo and Boeing 737 MAX will take part in the show’s flying display for the first time. Commercial Aircraft Corporation
of China (COMAC) plans the first C919 delivery to China Eastern
in December and has reported orders from leasing firms for
300 C919s and 30 ARJ21 regional jets.
Airshow under cloud of zero-COVID
In a reminder of the continuing health crisis slowing China’s
return to global aviation, organisers of Airshow China in the
southern city of Zhuhai had urged attendees to arrive three days
early because of COVID-19 precautions. China’s zero-COVID
policy has hampered its domestic aviation industry and kept
international traffic at a tiny fraction of pre-pandemic levels. The
zero-COVID policy comes amid a broader decoupling from the
West as China aims for increased self-reliance amid the effects
of strict export sanctions placed on Russian aviation. SP
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hall of fame

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry
(1900-1944)
Saint-Exupéry’s fantasy novella The Little Prince features a pilot
stranded in the desert, who meets a celestial visitor – a young prince
fallen to Earth from a tiny asteroid

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry was an internationally
acclaimed French writer and poet. Winner of several of
France’s highest literary awards, he is best remembered for
his fantasy novella The Little Prince. He was one of the great
pioneers of aviation and was practically obsessed with flying.
And he used his remarkable flying experiences as the basis
of some inspired aviation writings, including Night Flight and
Wind, Sand and Stars.
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry was born in Lyon, France,
on June 29, 1900. He began his military service in 1921
as a soldier in the French Army. Following private flying
lessons, he secured a transfer to the French Air Force. He
was posted to the 37th Fighter Regiment in Casablanca,
Morocco, where he went solo for the first time in a Sopwith triplane. Early in 1923 he suffered a skull fracture in
an aircraft crash, the first of many. After taking up a civilian ground job for some time, by 1926, he was flying again
as one of the pioneers of the international postal service,
Aéropostale, and its subsidiary, Aeroposta Argentina. Here
is where the intrepid Saint-Exupéry was in his element. The
Breguet 14 he flew was a rather frail aircraft with a wooden
propeller and an open cockpit. It was practically bereft of
instruments which made flying in foul weather dangerous
and demanding. Maps were crude and it was easy to get
lost in heavy rain or fog, or even in the dark. Whenever he
was on one of his postal flights through the skies of South
America his would probably have been the only plane in
the sky for hundreds of kilometres. In Night Flight, he eloquently describes the agony and the ecstasy of this airborne
solitude.
For much of his 20-year flying career, Saint-Exupéry
was at the mercy of sandstorms, snow, and turbulence, and
these often became the inspiration for vivid and gripping
descriptions of flight. On one memorable occasion, SaintExupéry and his mechanic-navigator were participating in
the Paris-to-Saigon air race with a prize of 1,50,000 francs.
During the night of December 30, 1935, they crashed in
the Libyan desert. Although both miraculously survived the
accident they had no idea where they were. All around them
were sand dunes as far as the eye could see. They had pitifully meagre supplies of food and just a day’s requirement
of fluids. These were soon expended. The intense desert
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heat meant that death due to rapid dehydration was only a
question of time. By the third day, they were so dehydrated
that they stopped sweating and were afflicted by vivid hallucinations. It was only on the fourth day that a Bedouin on
a camel discovered them and was able to save their lives
using a native rehydration treatment. This dramatic experience was the basis of Saint-Exupéry’s 1939 memoir, Wind,
Sand and Stars. And then there’s The Little Prince. Although
not directly about flying, the story features a pilot stranded
in the desert, who meets a celestial visitor – a young prince
fallen to Earth from a tiny asteroid. It is one of the bestselling books in publishing history with some 200 million
copies sold. In April 2017, it became the most translated
workever, excluding religious texts.
In April 1943, with the Second World War raging, SaintExupéry joined the Free French Air Force as a reconnaissance
pilot with a squadron based in the Mediterranean. He was 43,
well above the age limit for such service, and in poor health
due to numerous crashes. He suffered from intense pain. He
could not dress himself in his flight suit, enter or leave the
cockpit without assistance, or even turn his head to the left
to scan for enemy aircraft. He was permitted to fly only after
numerous petitions for an exemption that had finally been
granted. During his second sortie in a Lockheed F-5B (a specially configured P-38 reconnaissance variant) he crashed. But
he was soon back in action.
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry once wrote, “The aeroplane has
unveiled for us the true face of the earth.” Indeed, it is hard
to think of another author who so eloquently portrayed the
marvel of flight. He never lost the urge to fly despite numerous serious crashes. At some time, he may have prayed to
continue flying till his dying day, and his prayer was heard.
On the night of July 31, 1944, he took off from Corsica on a
mission to collect data on German troop movements in the
Rhone River Valley, France. He was never seen again. Initially
it was believed that he had been shot down but there was no
evidence to support the theory. The wreckage of his P-38 was
found only in 2000 in the ocean off Marseille, France, with
investigators concluding that the most likely cause of the crash
was technical failure. SP
— Joseph Noronha
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Military
Asia-Pacific
DRDO conducts successful maiden flighttest of Phase-II BMD interceptor

Defence Research & Development Organisation (DRDO) conducted a successful maiden flight-test of Phase-II Ballistic
Missile Defence (BMD) interceptor AD-1
missile with large kill altitude bracket on
November 2, 2022. The flight-test was
carried out with participation of all BMD
weapon system elements located at different geographical locations.
The AD-1 is a long-range interceptor
missile designed for both low exo-atmospheric and endo-atmospheric interception of long-range ballistic missiles
as well as aircraft. It is propelled by a
two-stage solid motor and equipped with
indigenously-developed advanced control system, navigation and guidance algorithm to precisely guide the vehicle to
the target. During the flight-test, all the
sub-systems performed as per expectations and were validated by the data
captured by a number of range sensors
including Radar, Telemetry and Electro
Optical Tracking stations deployed to
capture the flight data.

TASL Delivers 200th Crown and Tail
cone of Chinook

Tata Advanced Systems Limited (TASL)
has successfully delivered the 200th
Crown and Tail-cone for Boeing’s CH-47
Chinook helicopters for the US Army and
other international customers. Manufactured by TASL in Hyderabad, the
parts of the CH-47 helicopters will be
integrated at Boeing’s facility in Philadelphia. The CH-47 Chinook is an advanced
multi-mission helicopter operated by the
US Army and 18 other defence forces
around the world. In June 2017, TASL
had also delivered the first crown and
tail cone parts for one of the 15 CH-47
Chinook helicopters for delivery to the
Indian Air Force.

Americas
Autonomous Black Hawk Flies Missions
Without Pilots

Sikorsky and DARPA have successfully
demonstrated for the first time how an
uninhabited Black Hawk helicopter flying autonomously can safely and reliably
perform internal and external cargo resupply missions, and a rescue operation.
Performed October 12, 14 and 18 as
part of the US Army’s Project Conver-
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appointments

Air Marshal S.P. Dharkar assume
charge of Eastern Air Command
Air Marshal S.P. Dharkar assumed
charge as Air Officer Commanding-inChief of Eastern Air Command, Indian
Air Force on October 1, 2022. An experienced fighter pilot with over 3,600
hrs of flying, he was earlier the Senior
Air Staff Officer at HQ SWAC. Prior
to this, he was the founding Director
General of the newly formed Defence
Space Agency (DSA) at Bengaluru,
after a tenure as the Air Defence Commander at HQ EAC for a short time.
He has earlier been Assistant Chief of
the Air Staff (Training) at Air Headquarters since January 2017. As DG
DSA, he was responsible for handling
all aspects related to setting up of the
new Agency.

gence 2022 (PC22) experiment, the flights
show how existing and future piloted utility helicopters could one day fly complex
missions in reduced crew or autonomous
mode. This would give Army commanders and aviators greater flexibility in how
and when aircraft and pilots are used,
especially in limited visibility or contested
environments.The PC22 demonstrations
were the second set of uninhabited Black
Hawk flights this year.

Civil Aviation
Asia-Pacific
ATR 42-600 to enter Chinese Market

The Civil Aviation Administration of
China (CAAC) has provided validation of
the type certificate for leading turboprop
manufacturer’s ATR 42-600.
This milestone opens the opportunity for ATR to re-enter the Chinese
market with a firm order from an undisclosed customer for three aircraft. The
most sustainable option for regional air
travel, the ATR 42-600 is an ideal route
opener for China, a vast country looking
to grow essential connections profitably
and responsibly.
Nathalie Tarnaud Laude, ATR’s
Chief Executive Officer, said: “Receiving
CAAC’s validation of the ATR 42-600
type certificate, along with a firm order,
is a major achievement marking the reintroduction of ATR turboprops in China.
The ATR 42-600 will undoubtedly prove

LM Names Michael Williamson as
Senior Vice President

Lockheed Martin announced that
Michael Williamson will be the new Senior Vice President of Global Business
Development & Strategy. The appointment is effective November 1, 2022.
Williamson is currently Vice President
and General Manager for Lockheed
Martin Missiles and Fire Control (MFC),
where he leads operational excellence,
a diverse portfolio of products and
business enabling initiatives. He also
provides strategic oversight of technical, cost and schedule performance
execution for the MFC lines of business
and enterprise performance. Williamson joined the company in 2017
following a distinguished career as a
Lieutenant General with the US Army.

to be a game-changer. ATR offers an
eco-responsible alternative to jets while
bringing comfort and convenience to
passengers, and essential air services for
communities and businesses to thrive.”
Regional aviation has a wellresearched positive effect on a country’s economy and society: increasing
regional flights by 10 per cent generates
a five per cent rise in tourism, 6 per cent
rise in regional GDP and an 8 per cent
increase in foreign direct investment.

Emirates Expands its Cargo Fleet

Boeing and Emirates announced the
Middle East carrier is further expanding
its all-Boeing dedicated freighter fleet
with an order for five 777 Freighters,
valued at more than $1.7 billion at list
prices. The airplanes will be operated by
Emirates SkyCargo, adding to its fleet of
11 777 Freighters. At last November’s
Dubai Airshow, Emirates announced a
$1 billion investment to expand its air
cargo capacity, including two new 777
Freighters that joined Emirates’ fleet
this year.
Emirates was a launch customer
for the 777 Freighter and is currently
the world’s largest operator of the 777
family, with nearly 150 of the airplane
type in its fleet. Boeing’s best-selling
freighter, the 777F is the world’s largest,
longest-range and most capable twinengine freighter flying today, with 17 per
cent lower fuel use and CO2 emissions
compared to prior airplanes. l
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LAST word

Airlines need
to Clean Up
their Act

Illustration: SP’s Team

MoCA and DGCA have taken some praiseworthy
steps. Now, it is up to the airlines to take necessary
steps to enhance safety and improve operational
efficiency to sustain themselves.
India is among the world’s fastest growing aviation
market. It is moving forward to overtake UK by 2024. Post
COVID-19, Indian aviation sector is on the verge of achieving
newer milestones. The Indian government has announced considerable investments, the Minister for Civil Aviation Jyotiraditya M. Scindia had last week declared a plan to invest close to
`95,000 crore in development of airports- both greenfield and
brownfields.
There has been an active involvement by MoCA on all fronts
and this has been a major contributor towards the aviation sector being able to restart operations in a safe and efficient manner post-pandemic.
However, since the summer this year there has been
increased number of technical incidents in mid-air and these
have brought the spotlight on DGCA, whether it is doing
enough. In the last one year the airlines have reported a total
of 478 technical snags. DGCA has undertaken a total of 177
surveillance, 497 spot checks and 169 night surveillance
checks. In 2019, the DGCA issued a mandatory BA test for all
airport workers as well as the cabin crew and pilots. Between
January 2021 and March 2022, a total of 84 workers across
42 airports failed the mandatory BA alcohol test. During the
first quarter of this year, DGCA has suspended nine pilots and
32 crew members of different airlines because they failed the
pre-flight BA test.
Besides these, since beginning of this year random drugtests have been started, so far four pilots and one air traffic controller have failed this test and action has been initiated against
them. DGCA has also come down heavily on defaulter airlines
and monetarily penalised them. SpiceJet was ordered to reduce
their operations to 50 per cent till they achieve required safety
standards.
Besides the above steps, the Indian government is known to
be actively considering to reduce the price of aviation turbine
fuel (ATF) by bringing parity between global crude prices and
prices in India. ATF constitutes 35-40 per cent of total cost of
airline operations in India. Since the beginning of this year, ATF
prices have gone up by more than 50 per cent. Minister for
Civil Aviation, Jyotiraditya Scindia consequently have actively
persuaded the state governments to reduce the value added tax
(VAT). More than 15 states have already brought VAT down to
1-4 per cent from more than 15 per cent in some states. All
these steps would bring in the much desired transparency in
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By Air Vice Marshal Sanjay
Bhatnagar (Retd)

pricing and help the airlines to plan out their operations efficiently and cut down the cost to a great extent.
Further, from August 30, 2022, the DGCA has removed the
‘fare band’ that was introduced at the time of recommencement
of commercial flights, at the time of pandemic. Now each airline
is at liberty to fix fares as they deem fit. This is likely to bring in
competition and benefit the ordinary citizen.
Besides these the government has now approved addition of
another 100-150 officers to strengthen the DGCA to undertake
inspections and related regulatory oversights.
Indian civil aviation so far has a good safety record as compared to the global average. In 2019, there were just 0.82 accidents per million flights as compared to the global average of
3.02. This needs to be sustained.
MoCA and DGCA have taken some praiseworthy steps. At this
juncture, there is an urgent requirement on behalf of the airlines
to take steps to enhance safety and improve efficiency. Some of
the airlines are known to be operating on cash and carry basis.
This makes them vulnerable to take shortcuts and susceptible to
lowering of safety standards. Airlines need to employ Category B
technical staff to turn around aircraft at satellite bases.
The morale of pilots, cabin crew and technical maintenance
crew is required to be of highest standard. Morale is directly
linked to monthly salary. There is a requirement for all airlines
to revert back to pre-Covid salaries and emolument structure.
Some carriers like Vistara, and Air India have already reverted,
IndiGo is likely to revert from November this year, however,
there is no word from SpiceJet and GoAir and some of the other
major airlines. The same needs to be introspected by airlines
and issue resolved at the earliest.
There is a general capacity expansion and addition of a few
new airlines that the sector has been witnessing. All the airlines
seem to be facing competition for resources especially, pilots
and technical crew. DGCA has on various occasions highlighted
the issue of airlines resorting to short cuts in maintenance practices. The tendency of the airlines to make profit at the cost of
safety has to cease. The current market conditions are tough but
the domestic airlines need to take a long-term view of India’s
fast growing aviation market with a huge potential. In order to
increase capex they need to resort to smarter methods to attract
investments. The airlines need to clean up their act by bringing
in operational efficiencies and fiscal prudence without cutting
corners and hampering safety. SP
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